The gravitational wave, traveling a long cosmological distance to reach the interferometers, interacts with the cosmological background, so generally speaking, its amplitude and phase are modified in some nontrivial way. As the sensitivity of the interferometers are improved, one may detect the corrections to the short-wavelength approximation, which naturally includes the information of the cosmological evolution. In this work, the calculation of the Newman-Penrose variable Ψ4 has been done to show that there are two new corrections to the short-wavelength approximation. One formally occurs at the 1st post-Newtonian order, but is highly suppressed by the Hubble parameters; the other occurs at the 5th post-Newtonian order, which is due to the variation of the amplitude. The first correction contains the evolution of the universe, but it may not be easily detected. The second one indicates that the short-wavelength approximation has to be corrected, when the more accurate waveforms with the higher order post-Newtonian terms are calculated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of gravitational waves (GWs) by LIGO/Virgo collaborations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] confirmed the prediction of general relativity (GR) [8] , which also marked the new era of the GW astronomy and the multi-messenger astronomy. The GW is a probe to the nature of the gravity in the dynamical, high speed regime. For example, the detection of the polarizations of the GW would exclude either GR or some alternative metric theories of gravity [9] [10] [11] [12] . KAGRA [13, 14] has now joint LIGO/Virgo network, and their observations might put stronger constraint on the GW polarization content. Moreover, the measurement of the GW speed from GW170817 and GRB 170817A [5, [15] [16] [17] has already severally constrained some of the alternatives [11, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . With the advent of the space-borne and more advanced 3rd generation detectors such as Einstein Telescope [26] , more GW events can be detected, and our understanding of the nature of gravity, and thereby other phenomena such as the cosmology, can be greatly improved.
GWs produced by a compact binary system travel long distances to reach interferometers. Several interesting propagation effects occur, which have some influences on the amplitude and the phase of the GW. For the GWs detected by the interferometers, their wavelengths λ gw are much smaller than the Hubble radius 1/H, so the short-wavelength limit can be safely applied [27] . When there are no obstacles on the way, the GW amplitude decays, inversely proportional to the luminosity distance [28] . This is due to the conservation of the number of the gravitons and the expansion of the universe [29] . When there are gravitational lenses near the trajectories of the GWs, the gravitational lensing takes place [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . This causes the magnification of the gravitational amplitudes * hou.shaoqi@whu.edu.cn † xilong.fan@whu.edu.cn ‡ zhuzh@whu.edu.cn [35] , the rotation of the polarization plane [32, 36] , and the formation of the beat pattern of the strain [37] . One of the most famous applications of the GW to cosmology is to measure the luminosity distance very accurately, that is, the GW sources are the standard sirens [38, 39] . The first standard siren measurement gave H 0 = 70.0 +12.0 −8.0 km s −1 Mpc −1 based on GW170817 [40] , which is consistent with previous measurements, and was improved modestly in a recent joint estimate using the detections made in the first and the second observing runs of LIGO/Virgo [41] . Within 5 years, the Hubble constant can be constrained to 2 percent level with LIGO/Virgo, probably clarifying the Hubble tension and shedding light on the dark matter [42] . In order to use the luminosity distance to study some cosmological parameters, one needs to know the redshift of the GW source, which cannot be read off from the waveform obtained based on the short-wavelength approximation. This is because in the leading order in the short-wavelength approximation, the gravitational waveform can be put in a form which seems independent of the source redshift z. Recently, several works took the evolution of the universe into account, and the waveform carries the information of the evolution. For example, Refs. [43, 44] considered the time dependence of z, which leads to a nontrivial time evolution of the measured GW frequency. The resultant waveform acquires a modification, related to the Hubble parameter and z. This allows to merely use the GW observation to study cosmology, in principle. However, although this effect occurs at the −4PN order, it is very small, compared to the correction due to the peculiar acceleration of the binary system as discussed in Ref. [45] . So it is not very efficient to make use of this effect to measure z.
Besides the effect of the cosmological evolution on z, one may consider the other corrections to the shortwavelength approximation, which might occur at the same order (in λ gw H) as the time varying redshift, and were ignored in Refs. [43] [44] [45] . In the short-wavelength approximation, one writes the metric perturbation in a form with a slowly varying amplitude and a rapidly oscillating phase. Therefore, the GW strain measured by the interferometer is simply proportional to the amplitude at the leading order in λ gw H. However, the amplitude varies over space and time, owning to (1) the orbital evolution of the binary system, and (2) the cosmological expansion. Taking the changing amplitude into account, one finds out that the measured GW amplitude is modified, as naturally expected. In addition, one also effectively obtains some new corrections to the phase. Since the interferometers are very sensitive to the GW phasing, one may want to ignore the amplitude correction but focus on the corrections to the phase.
By directly calculating the Newman-Penrose variable Ψ 4 , taking the variation of the amplitude into account, one discovers that the variation of the amplitude induces a dephasing in the time domain. The dephasing consists of two parts. The first is due to the orbital decay of the binary system, so it becomes stronger as time flies. The second comes from the cosmological evolution, and depends on the Hubble parameters. As the GW frequency increases, the second contribution becomes smaller and smaller, as λ gw H is smaller and smaller. In terms of the counting of the post-Newtonian (PN) order, the first effect is at the 5PN order, while the second is formally at the 1PN order. In the above calculation, we ignored the peculiar motion of the binary system and the inhomogeneities of the universe, which were properly considered in Ref. [45] . Since the 1PN correction discussed in this work also carries a factor of Hubble parameters, it is much smaller than the −4PN order correction discovered in Refs. [43] [44] [45] , so it can also be ignored. The 5PN order correction is greater than the 1PN order one, especially in the the frequency bands of ground-based interferometers. This correction may be taken into account for more accurate modeling of the GW phase for future advanced detectors.
The tidal deformation of neutron stars breaks the degeneracy between the source masses and z, also making the electromagnetic counterpart dispensable [46, 47] . This effect induces corrections to the phase at the 5PN and 6PN orders, but these corrections have large coefficients such that their numerical values are comparable to the 3PN and 3.5PN order terms. The method analyzed in Refs. [46, 47] relies on the knowledge of the neutron star equations of state (EoS), and the predicted accuracy of the redshift measurement is at a few tens percentage level. The tidal deformability of neutron stars can also be used to obtain the EoS, which requires the accurate waveform at the high PN orders [48] . The 5PN order correction discovered in this work would inevitably affect the determination of the source redshift and the EoS of neutron stars.
This work is organized in the following way. In Sec. II, the propagation of the GW in the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetime is derived to obtain the evolution equations for the GW amplitudes in Sec. II A. Then, the subleading order GW amplitude is explicitly calculated in Sec. II B for the GW generated by a quasi-circular, nonspinning binary star system. The Weyl tensor is thus computed in order to reveal the corrections due to the varying amplitudes in Sec. II C. In Sec. III, the time-domain waveform obtained in the previous section is Fourier transformed. The time dependence of the GW frequency is determined in Sec. III A, by mainly reviewing the derivations in Ref. [45] . After that, the stationaryphase approximation is applied to result in the waveform in the frequency domain. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes this work. In this work, the geometrized units are used with G = c = 1.
II. GRAVITATIONAL WAVES IN THE COSMOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, the propagation of the GW in the spatially flat FRW background will be analyzed. The GW comes from a binary system, and travels in the universe, so it interacts with the cosmological background. The detected GW differs from the initial one in its amplitude and phase. The evolution of the GW can be studied in the short-wavelength approximation, as the GW wavelengths detectable by interferometers are much smaller than the Hubble scale. In the leading order of this approximation, the effects of the cosmological background include only the decay of the amplitude with the luminosity distance, and the redshift of the frequency. However, the cosmological evolution, especially the redshift, is completely hidden in the expression for the waveform, once it is written in terms of some locally measurable quantities. If one goes beyond the leading order short-wavelength approximation, the cosmological evolution would affect the waveform in an explicit way. So in principle, it is not necessary to find an electromagnetic counterpart in order to study cosmology.
A. The evolution equations
In this subsection, the evolution equations of the GW will be derived up to the first order in the shortwavelength approximation. The background metric, the FRW metric, is given by [49] 
where a(η) is the scale factor and η = dt/a(t) is the conformal time. The GW is the tensor perturbation h jk to the above metric, and the perturbed metric is
It satisfies the following equation of motion [50] ,
where the prime means the derivative with respective to η, and H = a /a. ∇ 2 = ∂ j ∂ j is the Laplacian for the 3-Euclidean metric. The tensor h jk is transverse-traceless, namely,
Usually, in the cosmology literature, one Fourier transformations h jk as the FRW metric possesses the translation symmetry. However, for our purpose, we would like to expand h jk in the following way,
where ∼ λ gw H 1 for the GW detectable by the interferometers, and means to take the real part. Substituting this expansion into Eq. (3), one finds out that at the leading
where l µ = ∂ µ Φ is the wave vector, and l represents its spatial part. So the GW still propagates at the speed of light in the cosmological background. At the next order [O(1/ )], one obtains the evolution equation for A jk ,
where u µ = δ µ 0 /a is the 4-velocity of the comoving fluid in the conformal coordinates. Finally, the evolution of B jk is given by,
at the order O( 0 ). The transverse-traceless conditions (4) becomel
These relations resemble those in Ref. [51] . Note that l µ = η µν l ν , not raised by the background spacetime metric. So we put a tilde above the kernel symbol l. In the following, any quantities that can be raised or lowered by η µν and η µν carry the tilde symbol. It should also be notified that all the evolution equations and the gauge conditions are expressed in terms of the partial derivatives. So this suggests that it would be easier to do the calculation in the unphysical spacetime which is flat. Furthermore, to calculate the evolutions of A jk and B jk , it is more convenient to use the spherical coordinate system. Suppose that the GW emits from the origin of the coordinate system, then a suitable tetrad basis
x µ = 0, 0, 1 r , 0 ,
where r is the comoving distance to the origin where the source is, and γ 0 is a constant, which can be fixed later. Measured by η µν , these vectors satisfy −l µñ µ = x µx µ =ỹ µỹ µ = 1 and the remaining contractions vanish.
where the bold symbols represent the spatial parts. Here, neither of A P has the tilde symbol overhead, since they represent the physical amplitudes. One knows that l µ ∂ µẽ P jk = 0. Then, Eq. (7) comes
Here, r(= η) is used to parameterize the null geodesic. This gives the usual law of the decay of the amplitude A P ∝ 1/ar. Now, in order to calculate B jk , one wants to expand it in the following way
e y jk =ỹ jlk +l jỹk .
Here, that B jk can be expanded in such a more general form than A jk is due to the gauge conditions (9) and (10) it satisfies. The explicit form of B jk will be determined in the next subsection.
B. The gravitational wave generated by a binary system
In the vicinity of a binary system, it is possible to find a local Lorentz frame where the cosmological evolution barely affects the orbital motion of the stars to a good approximation. Suppose the orbit lies in the xOy plane of this frame, and let the stars have masses m 1 and m 2 . The spins are supposed to be zero. They move around each other in a circular orbit at the angular frequency ω e . Then the GW emitted is given byh 0µ = 0 and
where M e = (m 1 m 2 ) 3/5 /(m 1 + m 2 ) 1/5 is the chirp mass, and Φ = −2 tc t ω e (t )dt +Φ c is the orbital phase with Φ c the fiducial coalescence phase at the fiducial coalescence time t c . The constant γ 0 can be fixed to be γ 0 = 2ω e a e such that l 0 [52] is the angular frequency of the GW.
Here, we only take the leading order amplitude in the Newtonian approximation for simplicity. The extension of the current calculation to higher order post-Newtonian (PN) terms is straightforward but tedious. At some arbitrary distance r, the leading order wave amplitude is
where d L is the luminosity distance, M = (1 + z)M e is the redshifted chirp mass and f = ω e /π(1 + z) is the measured GW frequency. On the right hand side, A is explicitly written as a function of u = η − r, θ = ι (the inclination angle) and φ. Along the GW ray, u is a constant, so the decay of the GW is due to the increase of the luminosity distance d L = ar(1 + z). At a fixed radial location r = const., the orbital frequency ω e increases, which overcomes the growth in a, so the GW amplitude actually increases. Now, one is ready to calculate B jk . One should first use the second expression in Eq. (9) to easily obtain
which both decay as 1/r 2 . So neither of them represents the radiation, and they will be ignored in the following calculation. Then, one can use Eq. (8) to calculate B P (P = +, ×). After some tedious manipulations, one finds out that
Here, the function E(η) is
in which, 4 r − 4 re can be dropped. In terms of H =ȧ/a with dot denoting the derivative with respect to t, B P can also be written as
with
The presence of E(η) or E (t) is due to the variation of A jk as well as the coupling of the background curvature with A jk ; refer to Eq. (8) . Now, it is ready to determine the modified GW waveform.
C. The Weyl tensor
In the previous subsection, the GW has been calculated, taking into account the corrections to the leading order short-wavelength approximation. However,h jk is not the variable which is directly measured by the interferometer. For the ground-based detectors, the strain h = −2D jk dt dt R gw tjtk is measured, where D jk is the detector configuration tensor [36] . In fact, it is the Weyl tensor component Ψ 4 that is gauge invariant, and gives the GW strain. Since the measurement takes place in the region where the cosmological evolution again plays little role, one can calculate Ψ 4 , assuming the flat spacetime background. So formally, Eqs. (11) -(14) still define a valid tetrad basis with η and r now representing the physical time and distance, respectively. In addition, γ 0 should be replaced by 2πf . To calculate Ψ 4 , one defines a complex null vector field
Note that in this expression, we do not put tildes above the symbols x and y, because in this case, the Minkowski metric is the physical one. m µ and its complex conjugatē m µ , together with l µ and n µ , form a Newman-Penrose (NP) tetrad basis [53, 54] , which facilitates the calculation of Ψ 4 . More specifically, Ψ 4 is one component of the Weyl tensor C µνρσ , i.e. [54] ,
whose real part Ψ 4 represents the + polarization, and whose imaginary part Ψ 4 corresponds to the × polarization. At the leading order [O(1/ 2 )], the Riemann tensor for the GW is given by [55] [1] R gw
which is actually the leading order Weyl tensor [1] C gw abcd . With this, one can easily calculate the leading order NP variable Ψ 4 , i.e.,
where A + and A × are given by
respectively. So at this order, the Weyl tensor for the GW is given by [56] C gw µνρσ = 2 (Ψ (1)
with ∧ the wedge product. Let the detector carry its own coordinate system {t, Xĵ} with the two arms of the interferometer pointing in theX andŶ directions, which are two arbitrary unit vectors, perpendicular to each other. Then, the electric part of the Weyl tensor is
where (∂ 0 ) µ = (∂/∂t) µ , (∂ĵ) µ = (∂/∂Xĵ) µ , and mĵ = m µ (∂ĵ) µ . e P jk are the polarization matrices in the detector frame. The strain is thus given by [36] 
where Dĵk = XĵXk −ŶĵŶk /2 is the detector configuration matrix, and F + and F × are the antenna pattern functions for the + and the × polarizations, respectively [57] ,
One recognizes h + = A + e −iΦ and h × = A × e −iΦ very easily from Eq. (35) . At the next leading order [O(1/ )], the Weyl tensor is given by a somewhat more complicated expression [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] ,
where σ = −m µ m ν ∇ ν l µ , γ = (l µ n ν ∇ ν n µ − m µ n ν ∇ νmµ )/2, and µ =m µ m ν ∇ ν n µ are the spin coefficients of the flat metric in the spherical coordinate system [54] , stands for the imaginary part, and the overhead bar indicates the complex conjugation. The straightforward calculation shows that these spin coefficients decay as 1/r 5 , so the second line in Eq. (41) can be ignored, as it does not represent the radiation. Then one obtains
Here, the symbol Υ is
which comes from the third line in Eq. (41) . Finally, Ψ 4 is given by
up to the order O( ). By comparing this expression with Eq. (35), one can redefine the amplitudes A P and the phase Φ such that Eq. (44) takes the same form as Eq. (35) . Therefore, the modified amplitudes and phase are
Since both E /4πf and Υ are small quantities, one may ignore the correction to the amplitudes. However, because of the sensitivity of the interferometers to the phase, one wants to keep the correction to the phase and approximates it as
Therefore, the correction to the phase consists of two parts, formally. One is given by the terms in the square brackets, which decreases with the frequency f and conforms to the short-wavelength approximation. The second part is the last term. This one actually is a monotonically increasing function of the frequency f , due to the increase in the power of the GW radiation. In fact, there is yet a hidden correction to the phasing, which is the modified time dependence of the frequency f as nicely derived in Ref. [45] . This hidden correction will be briefly reviewed in the next section, and then, one finds out that it explicitly shows up in the Fourier transform of the phase.
III. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM
In this section, the Fourier transform of the GW will be found, which is used for the matched filtering [63] . First, we will review how the measured GW frequency varies with the time, based on the discussion in Ref. [45] . In this review, we ignore the peculiar motion of the binary system and the inhomogeneities of the universe. Second, we will derive the Fourier transform of the waveform represented by Eqs. (45) and (47) .
A. The time dependence of the frequency
When taking the Fourier transformation of the time domain waveform, it is very important to know how the GW frequency f varies with time t. In the local Lorentz frame of the binary system, the GW frequency f e follows df e dt e = 96 5
at the leading post-Newtonian order. From this, one can calculate the phase Φ in terms of f = f e /(1 + z),
Since dt = (1 + z)dt e , one gets the equation satisfied by f ,
from Eq. (48) . In the usual approach, one sets z to be a constant, so one can take it out of the time derivative on the left hand side of the above expression, such that f evolves with t exactly the same way as f e does with t e , with appropriate rescaling of some quantities by powers of (1 + z). This is a good approximation because of the much faster orbital evolution than the cosmological expansion. However, if one wants to calculate the corrections to this approximation, the result is different. Directly integrating Eq. (50) leads to
During the lifetime of the binary system, the scale factor a changes by a small amount, so one can approximate it in the following way,
Substituting these into Eq. (51) and ignoring higher order terms in (t − t) and (t e − t e ), one obtains
where τ = t c − t, and
The second term in the square brackets in Eq. (54) represents the effect of the cosmological evolution on the time dependence of f . In the above discussion, one does not consider the dephasing given in Eq. (47) . Once this dephasing is taken into account, the effective GW frequency is
To obtain this expressions, one uses the following useful results,
which can be easily obtained via straight forward but tedious calculations. Therefore, inspecting Eq. (56) shows that the corrections to the effective GW frequency f are of the higher order, and one simply approximates f ≈ f in the following.
B. The stationary-phase approximation
The Fourier transformation of the time-domain GW can be done using the stationary-phase approximation, i.e., the saddle point approximation [63, 64] . This is due to the much faster changing phase Φ relative to the amplitudes A P .
Let us start with the Fourier transformation of a generic signal s(t) = {Â(t)e −iΦ(t) }, whose phaseΦ(t) varies with time t rapidly. The Fourier transformation is
The saddle point t s is determined by the extreme of the exponent in the integrand, 2πF − dΦ(t s )/dt = 0, i.e., f s ≡ dΦ(t s )/dt = F . One can then carry out the above integration in the frequency domain, i.e., replacing dt = df /ḟ . Also, one expands the exponent around the saddle point f s , sõ
whereΦ s ≡Φ(t s ), and t in the above expression are taken to be an implicit function of f . Simply carrying out the integration gives
from which, one can read off the phase of the Fourier transformed signal,
with t s an implicit function of f s . So if one knows the dependence of the frequency f s on t s , one can invert it to obtain t s = t s (f s ). Applying this general prescription to the GW strain (45) and (47) , one finds out that the Fourier transformed GW has the following phase,
The first line is the usual leading order phase presented in Ref. [65] . The second line was already given in Ref. [45] , which is due to the modified time dependence of the measured GW frequency f , as result of the cosmological evolution of z. This term is formally at the −4PN order. The last two lines are the corrections to the leading order short-wavelength approximation, where the third one is due to the cosmological evolution and formally, is at the 1PN order, and the fourth line comes from the orbital decay of the binary system and is at the 5PN order. By setting f to be the GW frequency corresponding to the inner most stable orbit [45] f isco = 8.80(1 + 1.25η + 1.08η 2 )
with η = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ) 2 , the 5PN order correction contributes ∆Φ max 5PN ≈ 0.099 (66) at most up to the frequency f isco . Figure 1 shows the dephasing ∆Φ, to be accumulated from some initial observation frequency f to f isco , due to the 5PN correction for different types of sources defined in Table I . These sources include the binary star systems observed in GW150914 and GW170817 for the ground-based interferometers [7] , and the sources for the space-borne detectors: the extreme mass-ratio inspiral (EMRI), the intermediate mass-ratio inspiral (IMRI), the intermediate mass black hole binary (IMRI) and the supermassive black hole binary (SMBH) [66] . From Fig. 1 , one finds out that the ∆Φ changes very slowly at the beginning, and rapidly decreases when f isco is approached. In addition, this phase correction ∆Φ is very sensitive to the symmetric mass ratio η. Binary systems with very similar components have much greater dephasing ∆Φ than those with distinct components. As discussed in Ref. [45] , the −4PN correction to the GW phase is very difficult to be detected by the groundbased interferometers, such as LIGO/Virgo. This term is slightly larger for GWs in the LISA band, but even with a template not considering this effect, the mismatch is less than 10 −3 . This is due to the extreme smallness of X(z) [refer to Eq. (55)]. Similarly, the correction at 1PN is also highly suppressed by the small Hubble parameters, so it would be even more difficult to be detected. Finally, the 5PN correction also induces a small mismatch, which will be calculated in the next subsection.
C. Mismatch
In this subsection, the mismatch due to the 5PN correction is calculated [67] . Although currently, the complete waveform at the 5PN has not yet been analytically calculated from the first principle, several phenomenological models exist, which contain terms at and beyond the 5PN order, such as IMRPhenonmD [68, 69] . In Table V . One can find out that the coefficients λ ij for the 5PN term (in the row with σ 3 ) have very large absolute values compared to that of the 5PN order correction found in the current work. So the mismatch caused by the 5PN correction should be small. In order to calculate the mismatch, the fitting factor F F between two waveforms h 1 and h 2 are needed. Suppose these waveforms are described by a certain number of parameters θ a , then F F is defined to be
where ∆θ a represent the differences between the parameters of the waveforms, and the numerator on the right hand side is an inner product
withh 1 andh 2 the Fourier transformed waveforms, and S n (f ) the one-sided noise power spectrum of the interferometer. With this inner product, one defines ||h 1 || = h 1 |h 1 and ||h 2 || = h 2 |h 2 . The mismatch is thus given by [67] 
which quantifies the difference between h 1 and h 2 .
In our calculation, we takeh 1 to be a simplified IMR-PhenonmD waveform whose amplitude is given by
which is actually the leading order GW amplitude calculated by considering the quadruple radiation only. The exact proportionality factor is not important for calculating the mismatch. The phase ofh 1 is given by
where the second line includes the fourth term in Eq. (64) and higher PN order corrections up to 3.5PN, and the third line includes even higher PN order terms up to 5PN. The third line is actually the phase ansatz introduced in Ref. [69] . The expressions for the factors ϕ j and σ k are given in Ref. [69] . Although these factors also depend on the spins, we ignore them, i.e., set all spins to zero. So the parameters describing the waveformh 1 are M, η, t c and Φ c . We also ignore the phases for the intermediate and the merger-ringdown stages as discussed in Ref. [69] . Finally, the waveformh 2 is basicallyh 1 modified by the 5PN phase correction given by the last term in Eq. (64) . We consider the mismatch between the two waveforms observed by the ground-based detectors [aLIGO, Virgo, KAGRA, Einstein Telescope (ET) [26] and Cosmic Explorer (CE) [70] ] and the space-borne detector (LISA [71] ). In carrying out the integrations, we set the lower integration limit f min for the ground-based detectors to be 1 Hz if Einstein Telescope is used and 5 Hz if other detectors are used. The upper integration limit is given by f max = 0.018/M according to the construction of the inspiral phase in Ref. [69] . For LISA, the lower integration limit is chosen to be f min = 10 −4 Hz, and the upper limit is f max = min(f isco , f 4yr ).
(72)
Here, f 4yr is the GW frequency evolving from f min in 4 years, approximately given by, I. Parameters for different types of GW sources (columns 2 -5), and the mismatches for different detectors (columns 6 -11). The parameter values for GW150914 and GW170817 are taken from Ref. [7] , and these in the last four rows are suggested by Ref. [66] .
In the calculation, we let the parameters forh 1 be given by the equivalent ones listed in the columns 2 to 5 in Table I . The values for t c and Φ c play no role in the mismatch, so neither of them is listed. The parameters forh 2 differ from those forh 1 by ∆θ a = (∆M, ∆η, ∆t c , ∆Φ c ). Note that, ∆t c and ∆Φ c need to be specified in the calculation. Using the MATLAB function fmincon for finding the minimum of a constrained function (since 0 < η ≤ 0.25), one can calculate all the mismatches for different detectors. These values are also tabulated from column 6 to 11 in Table I . One finds out that the mismatches are very small, less than 10 −5 ∼ 10 −6 . Although our 5PN order correction may seem to be negligible, it should be considered in the more accurate measurements of GWs.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered the corrections to the leading order short-wavelength approximation, by taking into account the temporal and the spatial variation of the GW amplitude. The variation is mainly due to the orbital decay of the binary star system; the cosmological evolution also modifies the amplitude, but its impact is much smaller. The evolution equations for the leading and the subleading order amplitudes were obtained, and these amplitudes were then computed for the GW generated by a binary system. The Weyl tensor component Ψ 4 was calculated to reveal the modifications to the waveform, in particular, the dephasing. After the Fourier transformation, the dephasing consists of three contributions. The first is at the −4PN, which was analyzed in Refs. [43] [44] [45] . The second is at the 1PN. Both of these carry factors containing the source redshift z and the Hubble parameters, but they are too small to be easily detected. The final contribution to the dephasing is at the 5PN order, which should be taken into account for the more accurate computation of the GW.
